This 
1. Throughout this paper we will assume that cl is an algebraic number of degree n (n > 1) with conjugates a-a , a • .. , a . If ais a zero of an U \Sk(a-)\ < n for all k satisfying 0 < k < Hcn f where H = n + Sn=0 \a.\, and c is a positive constant independent of n and H, then |a.| = 1 for 1 <j<n.
In this note we will see that results of the type (1) Theorem 1. For every algebraic integer-a of degree n (n > l) which is not a root of unity, there exists an integer k satisfying 1 < k < 2000 n (log 6n) and such that \S k(a)\ > (30rc3 log 6n)n + 1.
There is no special significance in the numerical constant 2000, which could be reduced in size by more detailed calculations.
2. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1, we make the following observations about algebraic numbers a.
(i) If a is reciprocal (that is a is a conjugate of a), as in Chowla's result, then the condition \a\ < 1 implies that |a, | = 1 for all 1 < k < n.
(ii) If I a.I = 1 for some 1 < / < », then a is reciprocal. 18 «c/j log (mf>) <k<l8ncß log («0) + « < 20 ncf> log («ci), which concludes the proof of (ii).
